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ENVI Deep Learning Tutorial: Object Detection
In this tutorial you will use ENVI Deep Learning to train an object detection model to find a
specific feature in an aerial image. You will learn how to use annotations to label examples of
the feature and how to train a TensorFlow deep learning model to learn that feature in a
separate but similar image. The tutorial can be used with ENVI Deep Learning 1.2 or later.

System Requirements
Refer to the Systems Requirements topic in the ENVI Deep Learning Help.
The steps for this tutorial were successfully tested with ENVI Deep Learning 1.2 using an
NVIDIA GTX 1070 graphics card with 8 GB of memory and a driver version of 471.11.

Files Used in This Tutorial
Sample data files are available on our ENVI Tutorials web page. Click the "Deep Learning" link
in the ENVI Tutorial Data section to download a .zip file containing the data. Extract the
contents of the .zip file to a local directory. Files are located in the object_detection folder.
The three images used in the tutorial are spatial subsets of orthorectified aerial images
provided by the Denver Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG) Regional Data Catalog
(https://data.drcog.org). Images are in the public domain. License terms are governed by
CC BY 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).
The images have three bands (red/green/blue) with a spatial resolution of 0.4921 U.S. Survey
Feet.
File
DRCOG_
AerialImage1.dat
DRCOG_
AerialImage2.dat
ImageToClassify.dat
Handicap_Parking_
Spots1.anz
Handicap_Parking_
Spots2.anz

Description
DRCOG image (3,490 x 5,458 pixels) used for training
DRCOG image (10,000 x 3.080 pixels) used for validation
DRCOG image (10,000 x 10,000 pixels) used for classification
Rectangle annotation labels of handicap parking spots in DRCOG_
AerialImage1.dat
Rectangle annotation labels of handicap parking spots in DRCOG_
AerialImage2.dat
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Background
A common use of deep learning in remote sensing is object detection; that is, identifying
specific objects such as vehicles and man-made structures. Object detection locates features
at the object level, as opposed to the pixel level. Objects are groups of pixels with similar
spatial, spectral, and textural characteristics. Pixel segmentation, by comparison, locates
features on a pixel-by-pixel basis. That method not only provides the locations of features but
also characteristics such as shape, area, length, etc.
Object detection involves two processes:
n

Locating features (objects) in an image by drawing bounding boxes around them. This is
the labeling process.

n

Assigning each bounding box a class label

Object detection can be used to extract objects that touch or overlap, unlike pixel
segmentation. ENVI uses the RetinaNet convolutional neural network (CNN) for object
detection. The following reference is the basis for that algorithm:
Lin, T.-Y., P. Goyal, R. Girshick, K. He, & P. Dollár. "Focal Loss for Dense Object
Detection." http://arxiv.org/abs/1708.02002. August 2017.
The next step is to pass the labeled data to an object detection model so that it learns what
the feature looks like. This is the training process. Finally, the trained model can be used to
look for more of the same feature in the same image or other images with similar properties.
This is the classification process.
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In this tutorial, you will train an object detection model to find parking spots with handicap
signs painted on the pavement; for example:

It simulates a workflow where urban planners or traffic engineers can locate road markings,
fire hydrants, manhole covers, or related features, in high-resolution aerial imagery.

Label Training Rasters with Annotations
To begin the labeling process, you need at least one input image from which to collect
samples of the objects you are interested in. These are training rasters. They can be different
sizes, but they must have consistent spectral and spatial properties. Then you can label the
training rasters using rectangle annotations. The easiest way to label your training rasters is
to use the Deep Learning Labeling Tool. Follow these steps:
1. Start ENVI.
2. In the ENVI Toolbox, expand the Deep Learning folder and double-click Deep
Learning Guide Map. The Deep Learning Guide Map provides a step-by-step approach
to working with ENVI Deep Learning. It guides you through the steps needed for
labeling, training, and classification.
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3. Click the following button sequence: Object Detection > Train a New Model >
Label Rasters. The Labeling tool appears.
4. Keep the Deep Learning Guide Map open because you will use it later in the tutorial.

Set Up a Deep Learning Project
Projects help you organize all of the files associated with the labeling process, including
training rasters and labels. They also keep track of class names and the values you specify for
training parameters.
1. Go to the directory where you saved the tutorial files, and create a subfolder called
Project Files.
2. Select File > New Project from the Deep Learning Labeling Tool menu bar. The
Create New Labeling Project dialog appears. The Project Type option is automatically
set to Object Detection.
3. In the Project Name field, enter Handicap Spots.
4. Click the Browse button
next to Project Folder and select the Project Files
directory you created in Step 1.
5. Click OK.
When you create a new project and define your training rasters, ENVI creates subfolders for
each training raster that you select as input. Each subfolder will contain the annotations and
label rasters created during the labeling process.
The next step is to define the classes you will use.

Define Classes
Use the Class Definitions section of the Labeling Tool to define the features you will label.
The feature names determine the class names in the output classification image. You will
define one class in this exercise.
1. Click the Add button

in the lower-left corner of the Class Definitions section.

2. In the Name field, type Handicap Spot, then click the
to the Class Definitions list.

button. The feature is added
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3. Click in the color box next to Handicap Spot, and change it to a blue color.

Next, you will select the rasters that you want to train.

Add Training Rasters
1. Click the Add button
below the Rasters section of the Deep Learning Labeling
Tool. The Data Selection dialog appears.
2. Click the Open File button

at the bottom of the Data Selection dialog.

3. Go to the directory where you saved the tutorial data. Use the Ctrl key to select the
following files, then click Open.
n

DRCOG_AerialImage1.dat

n

DRCOG_AerialImage2.dat

4. Click the Select All button in the Data Selection dialog, then click OK.
The training rasters are added to the Rasters section of the Deep Learning Labeling
Tool. The table in this section has two additional columns: "Classes" and "Label Raster."
Each "Classes" table cell shows a red-colored fraction: 0/1. The "0" means that none of
the class labels have been drawn yet. The "1" represents the total number of classes
defined. The "Label Raster" column shows a red-colored "No" indicating that no label
rasters have been created yet.
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For this exercise, you will restore annotations that were already drawn for each training
raster. Then you will add a few more annotations to one of the rasters.

Restore Annotations
1. In the Labeling Tool, select DRCOG_AerialImage1.dat.
2. Click the Options button
Filename dialog appears.

and select Import Annotations. The Select Annotation

3. Select Handicap_Parking_Spots1.anz and click Open. The Match Input Annotations
to Class Definitions dialog appears.
4. Click the Handicap Spot button. A red line is drawn between AnnotationRectangle and
Handicap Spot.
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5. Click OK. After several seconds, the annotations and image appear in the display. The
rectangle annotations are colored blue. They surround handicap symbols painted on the
pavement throughout the image:
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6. In the Labeling Tool, select DRCOG_AerialImage2.dat.
7. Click the Options button

and select Import Annotations.

8. Select Handicap_Parking_Spots2.anz and click Open.
9. In the Match Input Annotations to Class Definitions dialog, click the Handicap Spot
button and click OK. After several seconds, the last image and annotations are removed
from the display, while the new image and annotations are displayed:

The Labeling Tool now reports 1 out of 1 classes defined for each image. The Layer
Manager lists the most recent image that you opened in the Labeling Tool (DRCOG_
AerialImage2.dat) and the most recent annotation file you restored. This layer is named
"Object Detection Labels."
10. Zoom into the image and explore the annnotations and objects. You can see how the
blue bounding boxes surround the handicap markings.
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11. Double-click Object Detection Labels in the Layer Manager. The Metadata Viewer
appears. It shows that this annotation layer contains 84 records, or bounding boxes.
12. Close the Metadata Viewer.
Next, you will manually label a few more handicap spots that were missed in the first
image.

Label More Objects
1. In the Labeling Tool, select DRCOG_AerialImage1.dat.
2. Click the Draw button. The first image and annotations are displayed.
3. In the Layer Manager, select DRCOG_AerialImage1.dat to make it the active layer.
4. Click the Stretch Type drop-down list in the ENVI toolbar and select Optimized
Linear. This applies a linear stretch to the image. It provides more contrast to features.
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5. Click the Zoom drop-down list in the ENVI toolbar and select 400% (4:1).

6. In the Go To field in the ENVI toolbar, enter these pixel coordinates: 28981p, 73399p.
Be sure to include the "p" after each value. Then press the Enter key on your keyboard.
The display centers over an area with four handicap parking spots:
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In the Labeling Tool, a drop-down list lets you select the class for which you will draw
annotations. In this case, the list shows the only class available, which is Handicap
Spot:

The cursor has also changed to a crosshair symbol, and the Annotation drop-down list
in the ENVI toolbar is set to Rectangle. You are now ready to draw more bounding
boxes.
7. Press and hold your left mouse button in the display to draw a box around one of the
four handicap signs. Be sure to include all of the painted sign. When you release the
mouse button, the box becomes blue. Cyan-colored selection handles around the box let
you adjust the box size any any direction.
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8. Press and hold the left mouse button to draw boxes around the remaining three
handicap signs. To clear the selection handles from the fourth box, click anywhere in the
display.

Labeling is now complete, and you can begin the training process.

Train an Object Detection Model
Training involves repeatedly exposing label rasters to a model. Over time, the model will
learn to translate the spectral and spatial information in the label rasters into a classification
image that maps the features it was shown during training.
1. Click the Train button at the bottom of the Labeling Tool. The Train Deep Learning
Model dialog appears.
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2. The Training/Validation Split (%) slider lets you specify how much data to use for
training versus testing and validation. Keep the default value of 80%.
3. Enable the Shuffle Rasters option.
4. The remaining parameters provide specialized control over the training process. To
learn more about these parameters, click the blue help button in the lower-left corner of
the training dialog. For this tutorial, use the following values:
n

Pad Small Features: Yes

n

Augmentation Scale: Yes

n

Augmentation Rotation: Yes

n

Number of Epochs: 60

n

Patches per Batch: 2

n

Feature Patch Percentage: 1

n

Background Patch Ratio: 0.15

5. Click the Browse button

next to Output Model.

6. Choose an output folder and name the model file TrainedModel.h5. Then click Open.
This will be the "best" trained model, which is the model from the epoch with the lowest
validation loss.
7. Leave the Output Last Model field blank.
8. Click OK in the Train Deep Learning Model dialog. In the Deep Learning Labeling Tool,
the "Label Raster" column updates with "OK" for all training rasters, indicating that ENVI
has automatically created label rasters for training. These label rasters are also called
object detection rasters. They look exactly the same as the input rasters, but they have
additional metadata about the bounding box annotations.
9. As training progresses, a Training Model dialog reports the current Epoch number and
the associated training and validation loss for that epoch; for example:

Also, A TensorBoard page displays in a new web browser. This is described next, in
View Training Metrics.
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Training a model takes a significant amount of time due to the computations involved.
Processing can take several minutes to a half-hour to complete, depending on your
system hardware and GPU. If you do not want to wait that long, you can cancel the
training step now and use a trained model (ObjectDetectionModel_
HandicapSpots.h5) that was created for you, later in the classification step. This file is
included with the tutorial data.

View Training Metrics
TensorBoard is a visualization toolkit included with TensorFlow. It reports real-time metrics
during training. Refer to the TensorBoard online documentation for details on its use.
Follow these steps:
1. Click the

icon in the TensorBoard toolbar. The Settings dialog appears.

2. Enable the Reload Data option.
3. Set the Reload Period to 15 seconds.
4. Dismiss the Settings dialog by clicking anywhere in the TensorBoard web page.
5. Set the Smoothing value to 0 on the left side of TensorBoard.
6. After the first few epochs are complete, click on epoch_loss in TensorBoard to expand
this section and to view a plot of training and validation loss values. Loss is a unitless
number that indicates how closely the classifier fits the validation and training data. A
value of 0 represents a perfect fit. The further the value from 0, the less accurate the
fit. Loss plots are provided per batch (batch_loss) and per epoch (epoch_loss).
Ideally, the training loss values reported in the epoch_loss plot should decrease rapidly
during the first few epochs, then converge toward 0 as the number of epochs increases.
The following image shows a sample epoch_loss plot during a training session of 60
epochs. Validation loss is colored blue; training loss is colored orange. Your plot will be
different:
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Epochs are listed along the X-axis, beginning with 0.
7. Wait for training to finish, then note the point on the epoch_loss plot at which the
lowest training loss value occurred. In the example below, it occurred during Epoch 52,
with a value of 0.06241 on the X-axis. Move your cursor over this data point. A black
popup window appears. The Value field shows the loss value during this epoch.
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8. When you are finished evaluating training and accuracy metrics:
n

Close the TensorBoard page in your web browser.

n

Close the Labeling Tool. All files and annotations associated with the "Handicap
Spot" project are saved to the Project Files directory when you close the tool.

Perform Classification
Now that you have a model that was trained to find examples of handicap parking spots, you
will use the same model to find similar instances in a different aerial image of the same
region. This is one of the benefits of ENVI Deep Learning; you can train a model once and
apply it multiple times to other images that are spatially and spectrally similar. The output
will be a shapefile of bounding boxes around features identified as "handicap spot."
1. Select File > Open from the ENVI menu bar.
2. Go to the location where you saved the tutorial data and select the file
ImageToClassify.dat. The image appears in the display.
3. Press the F12 key on your keyboard to zoom out to the full extent of the image. It
covers a region that is adjacent to the shopping mall and includes residential
neighborhoods. The image was acquired from the same sensor and on the same day.
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4. In the Deep Learning Guide Map, click the Back button.
5. Click the Object Classification button. The TensorFlow Object Classification dialog
appears. The Input Raster field is already populated with the file
ImageToClassify.dat.
6. Click the Browse button next to Input Trained Model. Go to the location where you
saved the file TrainedModel.h5 and select that file. (Or, if you skipped training, select
the file ObjectDetectionModel_HandicapSpots.h5 included with the tutorial data.)
Click Open.
7. Set the Confidence Threshold value to 0.85. By setting this to a high value, the risk
of finding false positives (features that are not really handicap spots) is much lower. If
you were to set this to a low value, the classifier would likely find more false positives,
resulting in more bounding boxes throughout the scene.
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8. Set the Intersection Over Union Threshold value to 0. Increasing this value would
allow more overlapping bounding boxes around features. Since we are setting the
Confidence Threshold to a high value, the likelihood of having overlapping bounding
boxes is low. So you can set the Intersection Over Union Threshold to 0, which
essentially disables it.
9. In the Output Classification Vector field, specify a filename of HandicapSpots.shp.
10. Enable the Display result option.
11. Click OK. When processing is complete, the shapefile appears in the display, overlaid on
the image.
12. In the Layer Manager, select HandicapSpots.shp to make it the active layer. The
lower-left corner of the ENVI application shows the property sheet for the shapefile.
13. In the property sheet, click the Line Color field, click the drop-down arrow that
appears, and select a blue color. The shapefile color changes to blue.
14. Zoom into the image and evaluate the results. Did the classifier find most of the
handicap parking spots in the image? Did it identify other features in addition to
handicap spots (for example, cars or swimming pools)? If you find that it did not
classify enough handicap spots, you could repeat the classification step or click the
Postprocess Classification Vector button in the Guide Map. That tool lets you
choose different classification values and preview their results before writing a new
shapefile. Refer to the Post-process Classification Vectors help topic for details on using
that tool.
The following images show examples of the classifier locating handicap parking spots.
Your results may be slightly different.

15. When you are finished, exit ENVI.
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Final Comments
In this tutorial you learned how to use ENVI Deep Learning to extract one feature from
imagery using rectangle annotations to label the features. Once you determine the best
parameters to train a deep learning model, you only need to train the model once. Then you
can use the trained model to extract the same feature in other, similar images.
In conclusion, deep learning technology provides a robust solution for learning complex
spatial and spectral patterns in data, meaning that it can extract features from a complex
background, regardless of their shape, color, size, and other attributes.
For more information about the capabilities presented here, refer to the ENVI Deep Learning
Help.
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